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Illinois Sentencing Policy Advisory Council 

Regular Meeting Minutes 

June 17
th

, 2016 10:00AM – 1:30PM 

 

Location: Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority 

300 West Adams Street, Suite 200 

Chicago, IL 

 

Members Present – Rich Adkins (for Michael Tardy), Stephen Baker, Kathryn Bocanegra, Jim Chadd (for 

Michael Pelletier), Gino DiVito (Chairperson), Marcus Evans, Anne Fitzgerald, Michael Glick, Daryl Jones (for 

Craig Findley), John Maki, Alan Spellberg, and  Gladyse Taylor. 

 

Members Present by Phone – Nicholas Kondelis and Stewart Umholtz.  

 

Members Absent – John Anthony, Jason Barickman, Kwame Raoul (Vice-Chair), and Warren Wolfson (Vice-

Chair). 

  

Non-Members Present – Peter Coolsen, Mary Ann Dyar, Yasmine El-Gohary, Michael Elliott, Jaclyn Huston-

Kolnick, Amanda Hwu, Roger Franklin, Lindsey LaPointe, LeRoy Martin,  Jr., Dave Olson, Sara Orlan, Stuart 

Palmer, Mark Powers, Kathy Saltmarsh, Nate Steinfeld, Don Stemen, Julian Thompson, Charlie Watts, Angie 

Weis, Paula Wolff, and Kristen Ziman 

  

Non-Members Present by Phone – Mystik Miller.  

 

Welcome and Introductions 

Chairperson DiVito called the twenty-third regular meeting of the Illinois Sentencing Policy Advisory Council 

to order at 10:05 a.m. Chairperson DiVito gave the opening remarks, including: 

 Introduced Presiding Judge LeRoy Martin. Jr. who is joining us for the first time since his 

appointment as Presiding Judge of the Criminal Division.    

 SPAC has added two new staff members: Mark Powers joined SPAC after more than 10 years 

with ICJIA, including a brief assignment with SPAC back in 2010.  He brings both research 

expertise and valuable historical knowledge of criminal justice data. 

 Yasmine El-Gohary will officially be joining SPAC on Monday, but she has joined the Friday 

SPAC meeting before her first day.  Yasmine recently graduated from the Indiana University 

School of Public and Environmental Policy, which is consistently rated in the top 3 policy 

schools nationwide.  Yasmine has a love of bringing her research skills to new subject areas, 

and we are excited to have her bring them to SPAC. She is replacing Mystik Miller who left us 

in April.  

 An overview of the agenda and purpose of the meeting, which is to focus on filling some 

member vacancies and get updates on the work done during legislative session, as well as the 

progress of the Governor’s Commission on Criminal Justice and Sentencing Reform, upon 

which a number of SPAC members serve. 

 

Vote: Approval of the meeting minutes from the December 18, 2015 SPAC meeting 

Alan Spellberg moved to approve the minutes, seconded by Stephen Baker. The minutes from the December 18, 

2015 SPAC meeting, were approved by unanimous voice vote. 
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Vote: Approval of the New SPAC Council Members  

Chairperson DiVito reminded the council members that they all previously received brief bios on the individuals 

we will be voting on installing as new members today.  He then introduced them all to the council. 

 

Chief Kristen Ziman – Representative of law enforcement from a unit of local government – Chief 

Ziman leads the police force in Aurora, Illinois’ second largest city.  She will be replacing Chief Clay of the 

Belleville Police Department.  Chief Ziman was suggested by both Nate Inglis Steinfeld and Mystik Miller after 

they heard her present at a forum on criminal justice reform.  She brings an expertise on evidence-based policing 

and changing the culture of police organizations that will be of great value.   

 

 Dr. Don Stemen – Criminal justice academic researcher – Don needs no introduction to SPAC members 

as he has presented to us on several occasions and has been a frequent attendee of our meetings.  Despite that, he 

was enthusiastic about joining SPAC.  Don is currently teaching at Loyola University and will be replacing 

David Yellen, who is moving to New York to take the position of President of Marist College. 

 

 Julian Thompson – Victim of a violent felony – Kathryn Bocanegra suggested Julian for this slot based 

on his life experience and his work to better inform and improve system outcomes.  Julian’s experience with the 

cycle of violence is consistent with that of many victims: he was originally a victim of several violent crimes 

before eventually committing a crime of violence himself.  His academic achievements set him apart from many 

other victims and offenses, and he supports SPAC’s mission to look at the system as a whole and use research 

and analysis to produce better outcomes.  

 

 Hon. Stuart E. Palmer – Retired judge – Justice Palmer recently retired from the First District 

Appellate Court after 22 years on the trial and appellate bench.  His reward for that service was Chairperson 

DiVito recruiting Justice Palmer to join SPAC, replacing Justice Tom Callum.    

 

Chairperson DiVito then asked the current council members if they had any questions for the potential new 

members. He also reminded the members that HB6325 has not yet been signed by the Governor, which restores 

to SPAC members the authority to fill the retired judge slot.  As of the SPAC meeting, the appointment power 

was granted to the Illinois Supreme Court.  Chairperson DiVito moved to vote on Justice Palmer and have him 

take his seat at the table on the condition that the appointment is not official until HB6325 is signed into law.  

There were no additional questions, and the nominees left the room for the membership to vote.  John Maki 

moved to approve all nominees, seconded by Gladyse Taylor.  The new SPAC Council members were approved 

by unanimous voice vote.    

 

SPAC Business: SPAC Bills (HB6324 & HB6325)  

Director Kathy Saltmarsh updated the council members on the two bills that SPAC had in the General 

Assembly: 

  

HB6324 (Anthony/Connelly) - Amends the statute that governs the Criminal History Reporting Information 

system to identify SPAC as a criminal justice agency, one criteria for getting access to CHRI.  Passed Both 

Chambers, 5-29-16. 

 

HB6325 (Evans–Anthony/Raoul) – Amends the SPAC statute to return the authority to appoint a retired judge 

to the members of the Council and eliminate the authority for the Supreme Court to appoint two sitting judges.  
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The Court as a whole was not comfortable with a sitting judges serving on SPAC so that requirement was taken 

out to prevent permanent vacancies.  Passed Both Chambers, 5-29-16. 

 

Illinois State Commission on Criminal Justice & Sentencing Reform: Update  

Director Saltmarsh updated the council members on the work of the Governor’s Commission on Criminal 

Justice & Sentencing Reform.   She reminded everyone that six SPAC members serve on the commission.  

Noting that there were only four present at the current meeting due to the absences of Vice-Chair Sen. Raoul and 

Director Tardy. 

 

The first report came out at the beginning of the year, with a second coming by the end of this year. The first 

report was largely administrative recommendations and did not require legislative action, but the commission 

has now switched gears and has focused its attention on the difficult tasks, like Length-of-Stay (LOS).  The 

commission is continuing to meet once a month and addressing the LOS lever and the issues of community 

supervision are at the forefront of the discussion.  The commissioners have been very open to talking about 

Truth-In-Sentencing (TIS), extended terms and enhancements.  Admissions and LOS are, as Dave and Don have 

reminded SPAC members over and over again, the main drivers of the prison population.  To meet the 25% 

reduction goal will require changes to both admission and LOS policies and practices.  The options discussed 

have ranged from giving judges discretion as to whether a person will be subject to TIS or whether other 

enhancements should be discretionary. Hand-in-hand with those discussions is the issue of what tools should be 

available in the communities.  Our fellow council member Kathryn Bocanegra is an eloquent voice for what 

strategies can be used to help heal the communities and use social infrastructures to discourage crime.  

 

The public comment portions of the meetings always tend to have a strong showing.  Director Saltmarsh and 

other commissioners have enjoyed the robust public comment sessions, including hearing from some of SPAC’s 

regular peanut gallery members.  Most gratifying has been hearing from several community advocates that they 

would take back to their people the message that the commission cares about what is happening, and is being 

thorough and substantive. 

 

Director Saltmarsh strongly believes that the commission has opened the door to discussing a wide-range of 

topics, which has resulted in the legislature reacting and developing policies consistent with what the 

commission is talking about.  They are learning that to reduce the prison population, they need to be aware of 

the fiscal realities and need to look at the system as a whole. Roger Heaton, Chairperson of the commission has 

continued meeting with interest groups such as the Alliance for Safety and Justice (ASJ), prosecutors, probation 

departments, public defenders, judges, and community groups.  Director Saltmarsh reiterated that Mr. Heaton 

intends to make sure that whatever the commission recommends to the Governor and the General Assembly is 

sustainable over time. She concluded her update by strongly encouraged SPAC council members to attend the 

regular commission meetings and sub-committees, and submit any ideas directly to her.  

 

Illinois State Commission on Criminal Justice & Sentencing Reform: SPAC’s Role  

As part of the research support team, Director Saltmarsh informed the council members that SPAC has been 

primarily used in two capacities: 1) Researching the county public safety budgets for the Budget and Capacity 

Sub-Committee. 2) Developing the Length of Stay Impact Calculator Tool.  

 

Budget and Capacity Sub-Committee Update: Nate Steinfeld, SPAC Research Director, gave a brief 

presentation and update on the commission county budget project.  SPAC contracted with Natalie Davila, an 

economist and former Research Director of the Illinois Department of Revenue to help with analysis.  The 
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subcommittee developed two questions: (1) How much in total does each county spend on criminal justice? (2) 

How much does the county spend per client (e.g., court case, jail inmate, probation case)?  SPAC then took a 

sample of eight counties that are diverse in location and population.  SPAC used a consistent methodology to 

apply across jurisdictions, collect public data, and minimize the data requests to county departments.  Each 

county is different in their funding structures, issues, and how they organize criminal justice.  However, some 

broad estimates of how these basic criminal justice functions are funded is necessary for the Governor’s 

Commission.  Some specific local issues are telling: some counties focused on what changes in jail inmates 

would do to wear-tear on facilities, including roofs, kitchens, overall space, etc.  Other counties had 

administrative needs, including new IT systems, analysis capabilities, and other administrative supports.  There 

was also a lot of discussion of federal inmates that create revenue for counties.  The last thing we are doing is to 

create a rough methodology for creating hypothetical “steps” where costs will increase after the level of services 

provided crosses a threshold of additional people moving through the system.  For example, SPAC’s 

hypothetical “step” for IDOC is about 800 inmates in prison.  If a proposed policy change causes the population 

to change, which results in crossing that threshold staffing level, then all other resource allocations within IDOC 

are likely to change.   

 

Length of Stay Impact Calculator Tool Update: SPAC Data Manager, Roger Franklin, gave a brief presentation 

and update on the Length of Stay Impact Calculator Tool.  The SPAC team developed this tool for the 

Governor’s Commission.  The tool looks only at reducing three things that impact length of stay in Illinois 

Department of Corrections (IDOC).  It is not a population projection, but a model for estimating impacts.  The 

model is being vetted by outsiders before it is finalized.  Mr. Franklin asked if SPAC members could experiment 

with the tool and provide feedback with any issues or any suggestions.  Mr. Franklin concluded his presentation 

by walking members through a few examples of how the tool works.   

 

Updates from SPAC Partners 

Adult Redeploy Illinois (ARI): ARI Program Director Mary Ann Dyar provided an update of funding, site 

statistics, and current site issues.  Based on a recent poll of Illinois voters, 88% want non-violent offenders 

diverted from prison.  (December 2015, ACLU of Illinois by the Beneson Strategy Group).  Adult Redeploy 

Illinois is the state’s performance incentive funding program to expand less expensive and more effective 

community alternatives to incarceration for non-violent offenders, per the Crime Reduction Act of 2009. ARI 

provides state grants to local jurisdictions to fund problem-solving courts and enhanced probation supervision 

and services.  ARI supports the goal of the Illinois Commission on Criminal Justice and Sentencing Reform to 

reduce the state prison population by 25% by 2025.  Since 2011, the ARI statewide network of sites has diverted 

more than 2,600 non-violent offenders from Illinois prisons, saving the state nearly $76 million since program 

inception in 2011 ((based on the difference in cost between incarceration and community-based supervision).  

Director Dyar refers to her sites as laboratories, testing what works in community corrections on different target 

populations (e.g., with drug addictions or mental illness) in different settings, based on research and intimate 

knowledge of local conditions.  Testing innovations in the shared space of public safety and public health are 

most beneficial.   

 

Director Dyar went on to say that the budget impasse has taken a huge toll on ARI.  Many sites have stopped 

new enrollments, laid off staff, and scaled back programs, having no choice but to retract from the rigor of 

evidence-based practices. ARI’s concern is not only the short-term impact on participation and diversions 

(enrollments last quarter were down 33% from prior quarters’ average), but also the long-term effects of the loss 

of fidelity to evidence-based practices.  ARI staff has been in continual contact with sites and is assiduously 

tracking program changes and cuts (what and when), to assess the subsequent impact on performance and 
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outcomes. This information will also be helpful as we plan to rebuild the program after the impasse. Part of the 

future of ARI is looking at expanding eligibility for diversion beyond those convicted of non-violent offenses. 

Research shows that without extending diversion opportunities, ambitious goals like that of the Commission will 

never be reached.  Given ARI’s experience with evidence-based practices and working with high-risk (to 

reoffend) individuals safely in the community, Director Dyar and her staff are exploring extending ARI to all 

probationable offenses, at the discretion of the local sites. The Oversight Board is supportive of this exploration, 

which will be led by Director Saltmarsh, and ARI’s current sites are excited for this discussion.  

 

Risk Assets Needs Assessment (RANA): IDOC Assistant Director Gladyse Taylor began with an update on the 

implementation of the Risk and Needs Assessment (RANA) tool. The first part of the process began this past 

December when IDOC launched Offender 360.  To do this IDOC converted its 40 year old mainframe to a state 

of the art cloud-based solution for offender management.  Offender 360 will allow IDOC to both receive 

information from our committing counties and other sources that provide information on this population, which 

will better inform our intake and classification processes.  This in turn will also help with determining what 

treatment and programming are best for the offender, and will also allow us to send this information back to the 

counties when offenders are released from an IDOC facility back into the community.  IDOC will officially 

sunset the mainframe on June 30, ending 40 years of use of that mainframe. 

 

The second order of business that Assistant Director Taylor wanted to update the members on is that despite the 

continued state budget funding challenges, IDOC does have a federal award that allowed them to hire specialists 

to begin implementation of the RANA instrument.  Right now IDOC has specialists in two of the twenty-five 

facilities, and all four adult transitions centers.   They have assessed the risk levels of around 400 individuals to 

date.  Earlier this month IDOC was able to post 30 additional specialist positions, which will help ramp up the 

staff needed for implementation of risk assessment.  She also expects to see some data on the outcomes of how 

successful the implementation of RANA is going, probably around September of this year.  Lastly, IDOC is 

training staff statewide on core correctional practices, which will help to change our culture at IDOC from 

essentially punitive, to a balance of both treatment and security.  

 

Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority (ICJIA): Director John Maki began by introducing two new 

Authority staff members: Angie Weis has been installed as the new General Counsel & Chief of Staff and Jaclyn 

Houston-Kolnik was hired for the newly created position of manager and Victimologist in the Center for Victim 

Studies.  Director Maki reminded everyone that ICJIA is always engaged in supporting ARI, SPAC, and the 

Illinois State Commission on Criminal Justice and Sentencing Reform.  ICJIA has been heavily involved in 

providing research assistance to aide in the Governor’s Commission’s work, but is also working on 

implementing several recommendations from the first commission report. that do not require legislative action. 

 

In conjunction with Dr. Dave Olson, ICJIA is working with current community coordinating councils to help 

research and identify potential pilot sites within these already established local Criminal Justice Coordinating 

Councils to develop strategic plans to address crime and corrections.  Dr. Olson and ICJIA will look to find 

ways to help standardize how data is collected in these counties, to ensure sharing is easier across the state and 

to help in resolving issues and working together to produce the best outcomes possible.  ICJIA is currently 

working with DuPage County and will be moving on to Lake County next.  This idea leverages the newly 

created Illinois Department of Innovation & Technology (DoIT), and its goals of improving data sharing 

statewide.  Director Maki concluded his update by reminding SPAC how easy it is for the state to push money at 

things and walk away without evaluating outcomes.  This time we want to make sure we are doing it right.  
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SPAC Research Team Update: Sex Offender Research, Population Projection and Cost Benefit Analysis 

Sex Offender Research: Sara Orlan, a SPAC Graduate Intern, who just graduated from the University of 

Chicago with her master’s degree in social work, gave an update on her research on sex offenders.  She 

previously worked with this population in the Cook County Jail and while interning with a sheriff’s office in 

Arizona.  Ms. Orlan spent the past year reviewing over 40 studies about sentencing policies, treatment programs, 

and recidivism rates.  She analyzed (a) Illinois Sex Offender Registry reports, (b) data from IDOC, and (c) 

ICJIA’s recidivism tool to help illustrate which offenders were returning to IDOC for sex crimes.  She explained 

that sex offender policies treat people convicted of sex offenses as a homogenous group when in fact there are 

many different kinds of offenders like pedophiles, rapists, or people who produce and/or view child 

pornography.  According to several studies, the sex offender registry engenders a sense of fear in community 

members.  It makes them feel like their safety is threatened.  The registry also creates the illusion that all sex 

crimes are committed by strangers when actually the majority of crimes are committed by people known to and 

trusted by the victim.  Additionally, the registry may increase violence in the community because, according to 

many studies, community members have discovered neighbors on the registry and have caused harm to those 

offenders and their property.    

 

Residency restrictions, such as not being able to live within 500 feet of a school/park/place where children 

congregate, are detrimental to successful reentry into the community because often offenders are forced to live 

away from employment, suitable housing, and support systems.  As discussed in past SPAC meetings, we know 

that these three items are essential for successful reintegration into society.   

 

Treatment programs during incarceration and following incarceration have been both criticized and praised but, 

according to many studies, treatment that is specific to the offender has been shown to be very effective in 

reducing recidivism.  Those individuals convicted of sex offenses often have very low recidivism rates, which 

Ms. Orlan mentioned as the most interesting fact she learned..  She concluded her remarks by informing the 

council that she has created an extensive annotated bibliography, and a two-page primer document that the 

SPAC team is editing and both will serve as references for when legislation about sex offenders arises in 

Springfield. 

 

Population Projection: Mark Powers, SPAC Senior Research Analyst, presented on his first major assignment, 

finalizing the population projection model that began last year.  Producing population projections is one of 

SPAC’s statutory mandates so finalizing a model is an important accomplishment.  Powers explained that the 

model uses identified levers that affect the IDOC prison population, including admissions, recidivism and LOS.   

The unique part of SPAC’s model is that it can estimate prison projections by allowing users to manipulate these 

levers.  Our model uses actual data in the simulation, which allows us to examine and change inputs over time, 

for example: How does the age of prison population change in twenty years?  We can now answer this question 

under some simplistic assumptions.  We can also answer the question under alternative scenarios, including by 

changing the TIS multiplier on certain offenses, removing people when they reach the age of 65, or removing all 

class 4 possession of controlled substance admissions.  Further, the in-house model allows us to add or alter 

assumptions.  For example, the removal of possession of controlled substance admissions may be offset by other 

offense admissions, so we can program the model to assume 30% of admission for a random Class 4 property 

(or violent) offense instead.  By implementing any combination of the hypothetical policy proposals above 

simultaneously into the model, SPAC can estimate the impact of the prison population over time.  Mr. Powers is 

still vetting the model with researchers and stakeholders, and will be meeting with IDOC research staff to go 

over the model in the near future.  
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Cost Benefit Analysis: Nate Steinfeld, SPAC Research Director, updated the council on SPAC’s Results First 

cost-benefit work.  Director Steinfeld said that SPAC’s second Results First cost-benefit report is finished and 

has been sent to the CMS printers.  For our new members, the second report analyzes the return on investment 

for a sample of public safety programs.  SPAC examined nine different programs that are currently in operation 

in our state and ranked the results by (a) maximum net benefits, (b) maximum benefit-cost ratio, and (c) least 

risky, each ranking produced by the Results First model.  The results allow policymakers to make apples-to-

apples comparisons of these programs and see how to prioritize the results, depending on their goals.  The end 

result is that targeted, evidence-based programs can be a financially wise investment that improves outcomes for 

taxpayers and the public generally, so long as the programs are implemented well.  Our report is a short six 

pages.  At the end of the report, a full set of dashboards shows the inputs and expected outcomes for each 

program over time.  We hope this will make the report a usable tool for SPAC council members as key Illinois 

policymakers. 

 

New Business  

Chairperson DiVito reminded members that the next regular SPAC meeting will take place on Friday, 

September 16
th
. 

 

Adjournment 

Michael Glick moved to adjourn the twenty-third regular meeting of the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council, 

seconded by Alan Spellberg. The twenty-third regular meeting of the Sentencing Policy Advisory Council was 

adjourned at 1:40 p.m. by unanimous voice vote.   


